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Abstract—Early design space evaluation of computer systems
is usually performed using performance models (e.g., detailed
simulators, RTL-based models, etc.). However, it is very chal-
lenging (often impossible) to run many emerging applications on
detailed performance models owing to their complex software-
stacks and long run times. To overcome such challenges in
benchmarking these complex applications, we propose a proxy
generation methodology, PerfProx to generate miniature proxy
benchmarks, which are representative of the performance of real-
world applications and yet, converge to results quickly and do not
need any complex software-stack support. Past proxy generation
research utilizes detailed micro-architecture independent metrics
derived from detailed simulators, which are often difficult to
generate for many emerging applications. PerfProx enables fast
and efficient proxy generation using performance metrics derived
primarily from hardware performance counters. We evaluate
the proxy generation framework on three modern databases
(Cassandra, MongoDB and MySQL) running data-serving and
data-analytics applications. The proxy benchmarks mimic the
performance (IPC) of the original applications with ∼94%
accuracy, while significantly reducing the instruction count.

I. INTRODUCTION

Early computer design evaluation is performed using per-
formance models such as execution-driven simulators or RTL-
based models. However, several emerging applications are
often complex targets to evaluate on early performance models
owing to their complex software-stacks, significantly long run
times, system dependencies, etc. Moreover, detailed perfor-
mance models are significantly slower than real hardware that
makes it difficult to analyze complete execution characteristics
of these long-running applications. A set of standard bench-
marks are typically used for performing computer design space
exploration. Cloudsuite [1] and BigDataBench [2] benchmark
suites have been recently proposed to represent the broad range
of emerging big-data applications. Few research studies [3]
have also tried to simplify database benchmarking by using
smaller data-sets etc. However, these efforts suffer from similar
challenges as the real-world applications, i.e., they rely on
the ability of early performance models to support complex
software stacks with back-end database support. On the other
hand, benchmarks like SPEC CPU2006 [4] are comparatively
simpler targets for performance evaluation but several prior
research studies [2], [5] have showed that their performance
behavior is very different from the big-data applications.

In order to overcome the difficulties in evaluating emerging
applications, in this paper, we propose a proxy synthesis
methodology, “PerfProx”, to create miniature proxy bench-
marks that are representative of the performance of real-world
database applications and yet, converge to results quickly and
do not need any complex software-stack support. Past research
on proxy generation [6], [7] utilizes micro-architecture inde-
pendent metrics derived from detailed functional simulators,
which are often very difficult to generate for many emerging
applications. Program profilers such as Pin [8] also face diffi-
culties when dealing with Java based databases etc. PerfProx
enables fast and efficient proxy generation for such applica-
tions using performance metrics derived primarily from hard-

ware performance counters. Several big-data workloads do not
work reliably with many profiling tools and thus, performance-
counter based characterization and associated extrapolation
into generic parameters that the code generator can take is
an important contribution. We evaluate the effectiveness of
the proxy benchmarks using three real-world databases (Cas-
sandra [9], MongoDB [10] and MySQL [11]) running data-
serving and data-analytics applications and demonstrate that
the proxy benchmarks closely follow the performance behavior
of the original applications while significantly reducing the
instruction counts. The mean error in IPC between the proxy
benchmarks and the database applications is 5.1% for data-
serving applications and 6.5% for data-analytics applications.

II. METHODOLOGY

The proposed proxy benchmark generation framework is
shown in Figure 1. During the workload characterization step
A©, PerfProx characterizes the low-level dynamic execution
characteristics of the database application using the following
metrics: (i) Instruction mix (IMIX) - PerfProx captures the
IMIX of the original application (categorized into fraction of
loads, stores, control instructions, etc.) using hardware per-
formance counters; (ii) Control-flow performance - PerfProx
estimates the average branch transition rate of the database
application in a directly correlated fashion based on the appli-
cation’s branch misprediction rate (measured using hardware
performance counters). It assigns an appropriate transition rate
to the component branch instructions of the proxy benchmark
to achieve this target branch transition rate; (iii) Memory
access model - PerfProx models data memory accesses using
strided stream classes over fixed-size data arrays. PerfProx
calculates the memory strides by using a pre-computed table
that holds the correlation between L1/L2 cache hit rates and the
corresponding stride values [6]. TLB performance is modeled
by controlling the degree of concurrency within the active
memory streams. The proxy data footprint is scaled based on
the data-set size of the database application; (iv) Instruction-
level parallelism (ILP) - PerfProx models application ILP
using the inter-instruction dependency distance metric. Perf-
Prox estimates the application’s inter-instruction dependency
distance based on the measured dependency-related stall events
of the database application; (v) System activity - PerfProx
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Fig. 1: Proxy generation framework
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Fig. 2: IPC of real databases and proxy applications

tracks system activity using the STRACE tool and the fraction
of executed user-mode and kernel instructions measured using
hardware performance counters.

Together, the above metrics form a unique “workload-
specific profile” for the database application that summarizes
the application’s low-level runtime behavior over its entire ex-
ecution. The workload synthesis algorithm uses this workload-
specific profile to generate the proxy benchmark C©. Synthe-
sizing using statistics rather than the actual source code hides
the functional meaning of code/data, which can address any
proprietariness concerns about sharing end-user workloads. To
generate the proxy, PerfProx first estimates the number of
static basic blocks to instantiate in the proxy benchmark. It
then chooses a basic block based on its access frequency and
assigns its size to satisfy the mean and standard deviation of the
target basic block size. For every basic block, PerfProx assigns
the individual instructions an appropriate instruction type (last
instruction is always a conditional branch), dependency dis-
tance, memory stride (for memory operations) etc. System calls
are injected based on the target system call frequency. These
steps are repeated till the target number of static basic blocks
are generated. Finally, the generated instruction sequence is
nested under a two-level loop, where the inner loop controls the
dynamic data footprint and the outer loop controls the dynamic
instruction count of the proxy benchmark. The outer loop
iterations reset each data-stream access to the first element of
the memory array. The proxy synthesizer generates C-language
based proxy benchmarks with embedded x86-based assembly
instructions using the asm construct.

III.EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this paper, we evaluate both data-serving and data-
analytics applications using the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Bench-
mark (YCSB)[12] (in-memory setup, ∼12GB data-set) and
TPC-H benchmarks [13] (∼10GB data-set) respectively. The
applications are setup using three popular, modern NoSQL and
SQL back-end databases (Cassandra, MongoDB and MySQL).
Characterization and generation of proxy benchmarks is per-
formed on 64-bit Intel Xeon servers, with 4 out-of-order cores,
2-level cache hierarchy, 16GB DRAM memory and running at
a frequency of 2GHz. The proxy benchmarks are compiled
using gcc with the -O0 optimization flag to avoid compiler
optimizations (e.g., dead code removal). We use Linux perf
tool [14] to measure the hardware performance of applications.
Intel’s Pin tool [8] is used for performing micro-architecture
independent workload characterization.

IV.RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 2 compares the instructions per cycle (IPC) of
Cassandra, MySQL and MongoDB databases running the
YCSB and TPC-H benchmarks along with their corresponding

proxies. The IPC of the proxy benchmarks closely follow the
IPC of the original applications, with a high correlation (ρ
= 0.99). The mean error in IPC is 6.1% (max 10.7% for
MongoDB) across all workloads. Considering the data-serving
applications alone, the average error in IPC between the proxy
and the actual application is 5.1%, while the data-analytics
applications have an average error of 6.5%. The dynamic
instruction count of the proxy benchmarks is also ∼528 times
smaller than the database applications, which can significantly
reduce their simulation time on simulation frameworks.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed PerfProx to generate proxy
benchmarks that enable performance evaluation of emerging
workloads without needing back-end database or complex
software stack support. PerfProx captures application perfor-
mance using hardware performance counters. We evaluated
PerfProx using three modern databases, Cassandra, MySQL
and MongoDB for data-serving and data-analytics applications
and demonstrated that the proxy benchmarks mimic the perfor-
mance of the original applications with ∼94% accuracy, while
significantly reducing the instruction count.
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